In her piece, Pamela Price raises a number of fascinating questions about the possibility of a major shift in electoral politics in India which deserves further analytical attention and empirical observation. The thesis that electoral politics is being reshaped by development agendas and performance targets rather than being driven by a politics of identity and patron-clientelism is thought-provoking.
for the Congress-led government but also an electoral politics reinvigorated by the politics of caste and the dynamics of a regional political economy.
The region we refer to here is that of western Tamil Nadu, with Coimbatore as its main centre, where decades of industrial development have gone hand in hand with steady agrarian decline. Building on longer-term familiarity with the region, we carried out one year of field research between August 2008 and July 2009 in the Tiruppur region east of Coimbatore, which is an area now well-known for its thriving garment manufacturing and export industry. We closely observed the 2009 National Assembly elections, and the voices we report on include those of farmers and agricultural workers as well as urban industrialists. Importantly, the main communities referred to here are the dominant Kongu Vellalar Gounders, both rural landowners and urban industrialists, and the Arunthathiyars (locally mainly known as Matharis) who form the main Dalit community in the region.
In the Coimbatore and Tiruppur districts, NREGA was only just beginning to be implemented in the summer of 2008, but by 2009 it was already taken up by a majority of village panchayats, as reflected in district-level data.
1 The 'success story' of this state has already been commented on, not only in terms of the extent of its implementation but also in terms of its gender implications, with the women of Tamil Nadu being identified as the But what do different social groups make of NREGA? Gounder farmers in the region are furious and consider NREGA the insult added to the injury caused by the PDS. They accuse both policies of taking away labour from the fields and increasing its cost at a time when profits from agriculture are rapidly declining. After all, also in this region of India, water and labour remain key inputs for profitable cultivation. Farmers' anger over the current government policies is an articulation of their more general anxieties about losing control over a once docile rural Dalit workforce. This loss of control is most clearly expressed by them when they deplore the fact that they themselves now have to go and knock on Dalits' door to beg them to work on their fields. Evidence from this region thus supports Lakha and Taneja's claim that 'in many parts of rural India, poverty-alleviation schemes such as the NREGS face resistance from landlords whose control over labour is threatened by the availability of employment opportunities outside their authority ' (2009: 420) .
By contrast, agricultural labourers -a majority of whom are Dalit -have wholeheartedly embraced NREGA as a new source of rural income. For some of them it offers much needed basic social protection and prevents them from going hungry; others, and especially women and older villagers, take it as a great opportunity to earn within the village but away from the control of landowners; and for others again it offers an opportunity to bridge the low seasons in agriculture and thus to secure a more regular 5 income stream throughout the year. Agricultural workers were explicit about considering this employment guarantee a basic 'right' (urimai, in Tamil), and some compared it to the agricultural loan waivers that benefited the landowning farmers earlier: if the farmers received loan waivers, it is only right that we can access some basic employment from the state too. Many villagers tend to attribute such policies, including NREGA, to Karunanidhi, the state's Chief Minister and DMK leader, even though NREGA and related development policies are obviously part of the central UPA programme (of which the DMK is a current ally). Obviously, more research needs to be done on who exactly benefits from NREGA and how, and the ways that local politics shape its implementation and take-up at village and regional level. In many parts of Tamil Nadu, however, it is clear that landless labourers are keen on what the scheme has to offer, and that they realise that this employment guarantee scheme is indeed their 'right' by law.
We also need to emphasise that this enhanced tension between labour and capital is not limited to rural areas alone. The urban industrialists of the Tiruppur region, the majority of whom are also Gounder, have been quick to join their rural caste members in condemning the DMK's pro-poor policies. They critique subsidized food provisioning and guaranteed employment schemes for being not only anti-farmer but also anti-industry and anti-regional development. They claim that these policies are undermining the much needed supply of labour to the urban industry -particularly of migrant labour for whom employment under NREGA might make the difference between staying put and migrating for work. Industrialists also argue that NREGA and 'one rupee rice' have constituencies, all located in the western part of Tamil Nadu, and as a new party they ran an incredibly well-organised electoral campaign. While the party won no seats, they did win a total of close to 600,000 votes with several candidates gaining around 100,000
votes. Most importantly, in several constituencies (Coimbatore, Tiruppur, Pollachi, and
Erode) the KMK candidate ended up in third place, and after the elections it was widely agreed that the KMK had played a major role in taking votes away from the DMK and its allied parties in western Tamil Nadu. It was in these districts that the DMK alliance lost Rather, disillusionment and frustration seem to have produced an electoral politics in which caste and region play once again a central role alongside an agenda of development and welfare. While benefiting many of India's rural poor, the 'successful'
implementation NREGA also appears be contributing -largely inadvertently -to a rise in social tensions and to new shifts in electoral and party politics.
